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We use time-resolved resonant magnetic scattering experiments to investigate the laser induced demagnetization of9

Co/Pt multilayers with large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). Our pump-probe approach, which relies on ex-10

treme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses obtained via high-harmonic generation (HHG), allows to monitor the temporal evolution11

of the system in an element-selective fashion and thus to disentangle the contributions from permanent and proximity-12

induced magnetic moments. By analyzing the data gathered at the Co M2,3 and Pt O3 edges, we are able to show that,13

after femtosecond laser irradiation, both components display a very similar loss of magnetic order, with almost identical14

demagnetization amplitudes and characteristic times, but a small delay (10 -20 fs) of the Pt magnetization quenching15

with respect to Co. Comparing our experiments with literature results therefore suggests that in these 3d-5d multilayers16

and alloys, the different constituents remain strongly coupled after optical excitation, no matter whether the thin films17

possess a preferred in-plane or out-of-plane easy magnetization direction.18

Multilayer thin films and alloys combining 3d and 4d or19

5d metals such as Co/Pt, Fe/Pt or Co/Pd have been analyzed20

for decades because of their remarkable magnetic properties,21

in particular, their capacity to display a large perpendicular22

anisotropy1–4. Recently, these material systems have gener-23

ated great interest in the field of ultrafast magnetism: They24

turned out to be well-suited tools to study the flow of ultra-25

fast spin and charge currents5–8, to analyze magnetic domain26

modifications following femtosecond laser irradiation9,10, or27

all-optical switching phenomena11–13 that might pave the way28

for the development of future spintronic and data storage ap-29

plications.30

Surprisingly, the sublattice-specific magnetization dynam-31

ics in these systems are still incompletely understood.32

While the appearence of proximity-induced magnetic mo-33

ments in bulk paramagnetic 4d and 5d components is well-34

established14–16, it is not clear how the ferromagnetic and the35

induced moments behave when the system is optically excited36

on ultrashort timescales. In fact, conflicting results have been37

published in recent years, raising questions about the impact38

of the sample properties on the ultrafast magnetic response.39

Willems et al., performed magnetic circular dichroism (MCD)40

experiments on thin magnetic Pt/Co/Pt sandwiches in the ex-41

treme ultraviolet (XUV) spectral range (at the M2,3 edges of42

Co and O edges of Pt) and concluded that Co and Pt de-43

magnetize simultaneously on femtosecond time scales17. In44

a similar study Hofher et al. scrutinized randomly alloyed45

Fe-Pt thin films using transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect46

(MOKE) measurements based on high harmonic generation47

and observed an identical normalized transient de- and re-48

magnetization for Fe and Pt18. Vaskivskyi et al. employed49
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FIG. 1. Co/Pt thin film structure and stripe domain formation. a)
Schematic of the multilayers employed in the present study. b) Mag-
netic force microscopy (MFM) imaging (phase signal) demonstrates
the formation of nanometer-sized magnetic domains.

the same technique to analyze chemically disordered Co-Pt50

films: the higher accuracy of their measurements allowed to51

unravel slight differences in the demagnetization amplitudes52

and rates, but overall, the sublattice-specific magnetization53

dynamics were found to be very similar19.54

In contrast to these findings – all of them obtained on sam-55

ples displaying a characteristic in-plane magnetization – ex-56

periments performed on thin films with pronounced out-of-57

plane anisotropy hint at very different dynamics in the two58

magnetic sub-systems. In a time-resolved MCD study per-59

formed using hard x-ray pulses at the Pt L edge, Yamamoto60

et al. observed a slow demagnetization of the Pt moment in61

L10-ordered Fe-Pt thin films. With the complementary use62

of tr-MOKE measurements, they demonstrated that this decay63

time differed by more than a factor of six, when compared64

to the overall, Fe-dominated magnetization20. In a follow-up65

study based on polar X-MOKE measurements, similar results66

were obtained on Co/Pt multilayers. Again, Co was found to67

demagnetize much faster21.68

Taken together, these experiments suggest that the mag-69
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FIG. 2. Pump-probe time-resolved x-ray resonant magnetic scattering setup. a) Details of the experiment. M: flat mirror, TM: toroidal mirror,
SM: spherical mirror, I: iris, L: lens, WP: λ/2 wave plate, BS: beam stop, F: Al filter, G: grating. The pressure in the HHG chamber (light
blue) is kept below p < 10−4 mbar. b) Spectrometer CCD snapshot.

netic anisotropy could have an impact on the demagnetiza-70

tion processes. However, it must also be emphasized that71

the aforementioned studies did not all rely on the use of the72

same probing wavelengths. To what extent this can affect the73

apparent ultrafast response of the system remains to be fully74

elucidated22,23. In the present letter, we therefore disentangle75

these effects by studying the laser-induced demagnetization76

of Co and Pt layers at the M2,3 and O3 edges, using samples77

with strong PMA. Our results clearly demonstrate that both78

elements display an almost identical de- and remagnetization79

behavior. This underpins that the specific anisotropy of the80

system, i.e., out-of-plane (OP) or in-plane (IP), has only a mi-81

nor influence on the ultrafast magnetization dynamics.82

All samples analyzed in the present study consist83

of magnetic multilayers with nominal composition84

[Co(0.6 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)]20. The films were sputter-deposited85

on Si substrates, using a 3 nm thin Ta adhesion layer, as well86

as a 5 nm Al capping to prevent oxidation. The nominal87

structure of the films is depicted in Fig. 1a. As demonstrated88

in earlier work, such thin films display a large OP anisotropy,89

which results in the creation of nanometer-sized domains90

that reduce the overall magnetic free energy of the system.91

The PMA was checked using static MOKE measurements92

(Supplementary Material S1) while the presence of domains93

was evidenced using magnetic force microscopy (Park94

NX20). As shown in Fig. 1b, the domains can be aligned95

using an appropriate in-plane demagnetization procedure. A96

characteristic stripe periodicity w = 138± 3nm was extracted97

from the phase signal, and found to be in good agreement98

with other studies employing similar multilayers24.99

To unravel the demagnetization of the thin films follow-100

ing ultrafast optical excitation, we set up a pump-probe x-ray101

magnetic scattering experiment ("salle corail" at the Labora-102

toire d’Optique Appliquée) based on the use of a 5 kHz in-103

frared laser system (Coherent laser Elite duo) with wavelength104

λ ' 800 nm, typical pulse duration of about 30 fs and energy105

E = 2.5 mJ. As shown in Fig.2, a beam splitter was used to106

separate the incoming beam into pump and probe pulses pos-107

sessing 10% (reflectivity) and 90% (transmission) of the ini-108

tial energy, respectively. The pump beam is then p-polarized109

with the help of a λ/2 waveplate, and focused into a 3 cm110

long, cylindrical gas cell filled with neon (or argon) for high111

order harmonics generation. Note that by carefully adjusting112

the source parameters, such as the focal position in the gas113

cell, the iris aperture, the laser chirp, and the gas pressure, it is114

possible to optimize the generation efficiency in the targeted115

spectral range for our magnetic spectroscopy studies (slight116

changes to the laser chirp allow to obtain shorter pulses and,117

consequently, higher intensities. When playing with the iris118

aperture, a compromise has to be found: On the one hand,119

reducing the diameter of the latter increases the beam waist,120

which allows to generate more photons, on the other hand, one121

has to deal with a decreasing laser intensity at focus in the gas122

cell). The generated probe beam is reflected by a combination123

of three flat SiO2 mirrors placed in grazing incidence geome-124

try and a gold-covered toroidal mirror used to focus the XUV125

radiation onto the sample (located at a distance of 1.5 m). A126

150-nm-thick aluminum filter can be placed into the beam127

path to remove the residual IR radiation. The magnetic thin128

films are mounted on a motorized sample holder which allows129

to remove the magnetic multilayers from the beam axis. In130

that configuration, the HHG spectrum can be analyzed thanks131

to a precisely calibrated in-line spectrometer, composed of a132

second aluminum filter, an iris, a gold mesh (1000 lines per133

mm grating), and a grazing incidence spherical mirror that fo-134

cuses the resulting XUV pulses onto a CCD camera (Prince-135

ton PI-MTE). Moving the sample into the beam path allows to136

record magnetic diffraction patterns on a second CCD camera137

(Princeton Pixis).138

To study the magnetic dynamics of our sample, a motor-139

FIG. 2. Pump-probe time-resolved XUV resonant magnetic scattering setup. a) Details of the experiment. M: flat mirror, TM: toroidal mirror,
SM: spherical mirror, I: iris, L: lens, WP: λ/2 wave plate, BS: beam stop, F: Al filter, G: grating. The pressure in the HHG chamber (light
blue) is kept below p < 10−4 mbar. b) Spectrometer CCD snapshot.

netic anisotropy could have an impact on the demagnetiza-70

tion processes. However, it must also be emphasized that71

the aforementioned studies did not all rely on the use of the72

same probing wavelengths. To what extent this can affect the73

apparent ultrafast response of the system remains to be fully74

elucidated22,23. In the present letter, we therefore disentangle75

these effects by studying the laser-induced demagnetization76

of Co and Pt layers at the M2,3 and O3 edges, using samples77

with strong PMA. Our results clearly demonstrate that both78

elements display an almost identical de- and remagnetization79

behavior. This underpins that the specific anisotropy of the80

system, i.e., out-of-plane (OP) or in-plane (IP), has only a mi-81

nor influence on the ultrafast magnetization dynamics.82

All samples analyzed in the present study consist83

of magnetic multilayers with nominal composition84

[Co(0.6 nm)/Pt(0.8 nm)]20. The films were sputter-deposited85

on Si substrates, using a 3 nm thin Ta adhesion layer, as well86

as a 5 nm Al capping to prevent oxidation. The nominal87

structure of the films is depicted in Fig. 1a. As demonstrated88

in earlier work, such thin films display a large OP anisotropy,89

which results in the creation of nanometer-sized domains90

that reduce the overall magnetic free energy of the system.91

The PMA was checked using static MOKE measurements92

(Supplementary Material S1) while the presence of domains93

was evidenced using magnetic force microscopy (Park94

NX20). As shown in Fig. 1b, the domains can be aligned95

using an appropriate in-plane demagnetization procedure. A96

characteristic stripe periodicity w = 138± 3nm was extracted97

from the phase signal, and found to be in good agreement98

with other studies employing similar multilayers24.99

To unravel the demagnetization of the thin films follow-100

ing ultrafast optical excitation, we set up a pump-probe XUV101

magnetic scattering experiment ("salle corail" at the Labora-102

toire d’Optique Appliquée) based on the use of a 5 kHz in-103

frared laser system (Coherent laser Elite duo) with wavelength104

λ ' 800 nm, typical pulse duration of about 30 fs and energy105

E = 2.5 mJ. As shown in Fig.2, a beam splitter was used to106

separate the incoming beam into pump and probe pulses pos-107

sessing 10% (reflectivity) and 90% (transmission) of the ini-108

tial energy, respectively. The probe beam is then p-polarized109

with the help of a λ/2 waveplate, and focused into a 3 cm110

long, cylindrical gas cell filled with neon (or argon) for HHG.111

Note that by carefully adjusting the source parameters, such112

as the focal position in the gas cell, the iris aperture, the laser113

chirp, and the gas pressure, it is possible to optimize the gen-114

eration efficiency in the targeted spectral range for our mag-115

netic spectroscopy studies25. The generated probe beam is116

reflected by a combination of three flat SiO2 mirrors placed in117

grazing incidence geometry and a gold-covered toroidal mir-118

ror used to focus the XUV radiation onto the sample (located119

at a distance of 1.5 m). A 150-nm-thick aluminum filter can be120

placed into the beam path to remove the residual IR radiation.121

The magnetic thin films are mounted on a motorized sample122

holder which allows to remove the magnetic multilayers from123

the beam axis. In that configuration, the HHG spectrum can124

be analyzed thanks to a precisely calibrated in-line spectrom-125

eter, composed of a second aluminum filter, an iris, a gold126

mesh (1000 lines per mm grating), and a grazing incidence127

spherical mirror that focuses the resulting XUV pulses onto128

a CCD camera (Princeton PI-MTE). Moving the sample into129

the beam path allows to record magnetic diffraction patterns130

on a second CCD camera (Princeton Pixis).131

To study the magnetic dynamics of our sample, a motor-132

ized optical delay line was installed in the pump beam path133

and supplemented by different optical and mechanical com-134

ponents: a telescope to reduce the size of the IR pump beam135

by a factor of 5, an iris adjusted to 2-3 mm aperture and a lens136

( f = 1 m). This allowed to obtain a homogeneous irradiation137

on the sample and a pump spot sufficiently large to exceed the138

size of the HHG probe beam. Note that the intensity of the ex-139

citation pulses was adjusted with the help of a half wave plate140

placed before a set of two flat mirrors, positioned such as to141

favor the reflection of the s-polarization component.142

While a series of static and dynamic resonant magnetic143
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ized optical delay line was installed in the pump beam path140

and supplemented by different optical and mechanical com-141

ponents: a telescope to reduce the size of the IR pump beam142

by a factor of 5, an iris adjusted to 2-3 mm aperture and a lens143

( f = 1 m). This allowed to obtain a homogeneous irradiation144

on the sample and a pump spot sufficiently large to exceed the145

size of the HHG probe beam. Note that the intensity of the ex-146

citation pulses was adjusted with the help of a half wave plate147

placed before a set of two flat mirrors, positioned such as to148

favor the reflection of the s-polarization component.149

While a series of static and dynamic resonant magnetic150

scattering studies have been presented in the last years, most151

of them were based on the analysis of the HHG intensi-152

ties transmitted through the sample9,10,24–28. In contrast, the153

present experiments were performed in reflection geometry.154

Just as in the transmission case, the multilayer acts as a mag-155

netic grating for the incoming HHG beam, giving rise to mag-156

netic diffraction spots that provide detailed information on the157

magnetization and spin structure of the sample29.158

A static CCD camera picture demonstrating the presence159

of magnetic scattering peaks is shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b pro-160

vides a detailed description of the scattering geometry used in161

our work. Constructive interference, i.e., a magnetic diffrac-162

tion peak is observed when163

~Q ·~ex = 2π/w (1)164

Here, ~Q represents the scattering vector ~Q =~ks−~ki, i.e., the165

difference between the incoming and scattered wave vectors166

~ki and~ks, while ~ex is the unit vector in x direction, as shown167

in Fig. 3b. This allows to write the scattering angle β (the168

angle between the scattering wavevector~ks and the surface of169

the sample) as a function of the wavelength λ , the incidence170

angle θ (the angle between the incident wavevector~ki and the171

surface of the sample) and the periodicity w of the magnetic172

domains:173

β = arccos(λ/w+ cos(θ)) (2)174

It is then straightforward to link β to the camera position175

using the sine rule (note that the camera is always placed per-176

pendicularly to the incoming HHG beam):177

X
sin(θ −β )

=
D

sin(θ +β )
(3)178

Here, X denotes the position of the scattering peak on the179

camera, with respect to the specular beam, while D describes180

the distance between the surface of the sample and the CCD,181

as depicted in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b (D ' 50 mm, depending on182

the specific setup geometry). With a combination of eq. 2 and183

eq. 3 one can thus translate each camera pixel into an average184

wavelength (given a sufficiently narrow domain size distribu-185

tion).186

As shown in Fig. 3a, the main magnetic peak, resulting187

from resonant scattering at the Co M2,3 edges, exhibits a sub-188

structure: a second faint satellite maximum can be identified189
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FIG. 3. X-ray resonant magnetic scattering in reflection geometry. a)
Exemplary scattering intensity recorded on the CCD (8×8 binning).
The edge of the beam-stop (BS) is highlighted by the gray dashed
line. Moving the BS allows to determine the position of the specular
reflection (red dot) and to calculate X . Scale bar: 2 mm. b) Schematic
of the scattering geometry used in the present study,~ki: wave vector
of the incoming HHG pulse,~ko: wave vector of the reflected HHG
pulse, ~ks: wave vector of the diffracted beam. BS: beam stop. c)
HHG generation in Ne: intensities and calculated maxima positions
(top). Note that the broad peaks (and mutual overlapping) observed
here result from a rather poor spectrometer resolution, and do not re-
flect the true harmonics widths. Exemplary CCD intensity integrated
along z after pixel to energy conversion. Blue filling: Voigt curve fits
(middle). Extracted averaged Voigt amplitudes (blue dots) obtained
by analyzing different samples and angles θ . Comparison with liter-
ature data (dashed gray)24. The Al filter strongly reduces the signal
above 72.55 eV (red filling).

at larger X values. This becomes even more apparent when190

projecting the data along z, the direction perpendicular to the191

plane of incidence, as shown in Fig. 3c. Note that the broad-192

ening of the scattering peaks results from the domain size193

distribution, while our probing harmonics have a relative en-194

FIG. 3. Resonant magnetic scattering in reflection geometry. a) Ex-
emplary scattering intensity recorded on the CCD (8×8 binning).
The edge of the beam-stop (BS) is highlighted by the gray dashed
line. Moving the BS allows to determine the position of the specular
reflection (red dot) and to calculate X . Scale bar: 2 mm. b) Schematic
of the scattering geometry used in the present study,~ki: wave vector
of the incoming HHG pulse,~ko: wave vector of the reflected HHG
pulse, ~ks: wave vector of the diffracted beam. BS: beam stop. c)
HHG generation in Ne: intensities and calculated maxima positions
(top). Note that the broad peaks (and mutual overlapping) observed
here result from a rather poor spectrometer resolution, and do not re-
flect the true harmonics widths. Exemplary CCD intensity integrated
along z after pixel to energy conversion. Blue filling: Voigt curve fits
(middle). Extracted averaged Voigt amplitudes (blue dots) obtained
by analyzing different samples and angles θ . Comparison with liter-
ature data (dashed gray)24. The Al filter strongly reduces the signal
above 72.55 eV (red filling).
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the distance between the surface of the sample and the CCD,174

as depicted in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b (D ' 50 mm, depending on175

the specific setup geometry). With a combination of eq. 2 and176

eq. 3 one can thus translate each camera pixel into an average177

wavelength (given a sufficiently narrow domain size distribu-178

tion).179

As shown in Fig. 3a, the main magnetic peak, resulting180

from resonant scattering at the Co M2,3 edges, exhibits a sub-181

structure: a second faint satellite maximum can be identified182

at larger X values. This becomes even more apparent when183

projecting the data along z, the direction perpendicular to the184

plane of incidence, as shown in Fig. 3c. Note that the broad-185

ening of the scattering peaks results from the domain size186

distribution, while our probing harmonics have a relative en-187

ergy resolution of around 1%31. To analyze these features188

in a more quantitative fashion, the spectra were fitted using189

Voigt curves centered at the harmonics maxima (Fig.3c). The190

extracted amplitudes were subsequently normalized with the191

harmonics intensities (deduced from the spectrometer data)192

and eventually compared with earlier resonant magnetic scat-193

tering experiments performed at the free electron laser Fermi194

on a similar sample24. As shown in Fig. 3c (bottom), good195

agreement with the measurements of Willems et al. is ob-196

served. This allows to draw three important conclusions: a) in197
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our experiments, the aforementioned second weaker peak re-198

sults from scattering of photons with wavelengths correspond-199

ing to the harmonics H33 and H35, probing the Pt O3 edge,200

b) the asymmetry of the Co peak hints at the presence of a201

second resonance between 65 eV and 70 eV, which can be at-202

tributed to the Pt O2 edge, and finally, c) the Pt N6,7 edges203

(above 70 eV) do not yield any measurable signal in our work204

due to the presence of the Al filter cutoff at 72.55 eV.205

With this quantitative description of the static data at hand,206

it is now possible to obtain an element-selective view on the207

demagnetization dynamics of the system, by analyzing the208

temporal evolution of the distinct magnetic diffraction spots209

following optical excitation of the multilayer. Therefore, for210

each pump-probe delay, we compared the intensities inte-211

grated over the Co M2,3 and Pt O3 peaks19,32. As M ∝
√

I,212

these data thus provide direct insight into the temporal evolu-213

tion of the Co and induced Pt moment. Note that special care214

was taken to subtract the background signal, a non-trivial task215

which has a large impact on the resulting data, considering216

the very different signal to noise ratios (SNR) of the Co and217

Pt scattering maxima (Supplementary Material S2).218

Fig.4a shows time-resolved resonant magnetic scatter-219

ing measurements performed using different IR pump flu-220

ences. In all cases, the measured intensity is found to drop221

rapidly during the first 200 fs after excitation of the sys-222

tem, the characteristic signature of optically induced ultrafast223

demagnetization33. On longer timescales, typically several224

tens to hundreds of ps, the magnetization recovers as a con-225

sequence of energy transport out of the magnetic thin film. As226

can clearly be seen in these measurements, data gathered at227

the Co and Pt edges result in the same time traces, which is228

the central result of the present letter: irrespective of the em-229

ployed fluence, we observe that the Co and Pt layers display230

an almost identical de- and remagnetization behavior. Note231

that this holds true for all incidence angles employed in our232

work (37◦ < 90−θ < 45◦).233

To gain further quantitative insight into the initial femtosec-234

ond dynamics of the Co/Pt multilayers, we fitted the transient235

magnetic behavior using a double exponential function con-236

voluted with a Gaussian curve to account for the finite width237

of the excitation pulse21:238

M(t)
M0

=G(σ , t)∗
(

1−A(1−e−t/τM)·(a+(1−a)e−t/τrec)H(t)
)

(4)239

Here, τM and τrec are the characteristic de- and remagne-240

tization time constants, while the parameters A and a deter-241

mine the amplitude of the quenching and subsequent recov-242

ery. H(t) is the Heaviside function. Note that t0, i.e., the onset243

of the demagnetization is set to zero in the above equation.244

Fig. 4b presents exemplary data gathered at the Co M2,3 and245

Pt O3 edges for two different pump fluences Φ. Choosing246

pulse widths 35 fs< σ < 45 fs we obtain typical time con-247

stants τM(Co) = 101± 22 fs and τM(Pt) = 94± 26 fs which248

are in rather good agreement with recent results gathered on249

Co-Pt alloys19. However, in contrast to what has been ob-250

served there, we do not see any systematic difference be-251

tween τM(Co) and τM(Pt). We also emphasize that we do252
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FIG. 4. Element-selective analysis of laser-induced ultrafast demag-
netization. a) Scattered intensities integrated at the Co M2,3 and Pt
O3 edges (filled blue and orange open symbols, respectively) as a
function of the pump-probe delay ∆t shown for increasing IR pump
fluences Φ = 10 mJ/cm2 (triangles), Φ = 19 mJ/cm2 (squares), and
Φ = 24 mJ/cm2 (circles). b) Transient demagnetization and fits to
the data (using a double exponential function) shown for two differ-
ent pump fluences (same color code). Inset: magnified view on the
first ∆t =150 fs. In both cases, a small temporal lag ∆t0 between the
onset of the Co and Pt quenching is observed. c) ∆t0 (obtained by
fitting a single exponential convoluted with a Gaussian to the initial
magnetization decay) using small probing energy windows centered
around the harmonics (H33 – H43).
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not find any significant variation of the demagnetization time253

constants with excitation fluence19.254

Rather surprisingly, our fits indicate that the Pt demagne-255

tization is delayed with respect to Co, as can be seen in the256

insets of Fig.4b. The observed temporal lag ∆t0 = t0(Pt)−257

t0(Co) is small, typically in the range 10-20 fs but we observe258

it in all samples that were analyzed and independently of the259

excitation fluence Φ. To cross-check this result and under-260

stand, whether it might depend on the different signal to noise261

ratios of the intensities measured at the two different edges,262
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or the specific geometry used in our experiments, additional263

measurements were performed by changing the inert gas in the264

cylindrical HHG cell. Using Ar instead of Ne allows to probe265

the system at lower energies, with significant XUV intensity266

generated in the range 37 eV < EHHG < 57 eV, providing a267

more detailed view on the Pt O3 edge (Supplementary Mate-268

rial S3). By fitting these data, we find characteristic demag-269

netization time constants in good agreement with our results270

in Ne, but we do not see any indication for a shift when using271

different integration windows (Supplementary Material S4).272

This is further confirmed by integrating specifically over each273

of the harmonics, i.e., analyzing the response of the system us-274

ing H33 to H39, separately, when working with Ne. To avoid275

any shortcomings linked to poor SNR, we smoothed the time276

traces using a moving average filter and fitted exclusively the277

first 300 fs of the quenching process with a single exponential278

decay, convoluted with a Gaussian function. As can be seen279

in Fig. 4c, the characteristic shifts are approximately constant280

at each edge, but differ significantly between Co and Pt. In281

contrast, the τM values are found to be approximately equal282

for all 6 harmonics that were scrutinized (data not shown).283

This unexpected behavior is reminiscent of observations284

made during ultrafast demagnetization of Fe0.2Ni0.8 alloys,285

where a similar delay of about 18 fs was observed and claimed286

to reflect the characteristic exchange interaction timescale of287

the system34. While these results have been controversially288

discussed, recent TMOKE and XMCD measurements advo-289

cate the existence of a temporal lag as large as 40-50 fs when290

quenching the magnetization of the two permalloy compo-291

nents with ultrafast optical pulses35. Considering the strik-292

ingly similar timescales, it is thus tempting to conclude that293

comparable mechanisms are at work here. At the same time,294

it appears puzzling that, with regard to the large amount of lit-295

erature devoted to element specific magnetization dynamics in296

3d-4d and 3d-5d multicomponent systems, this effect has not297

yet been observed. In the present case, two different aspects298

must further be taken into closer consideration. First, it is nec-299

essary to emphasize that we are also sensitive to the size of the300

domains and their distribution, which might impact the result-301

ing analyzed intensities. Note however that our experiments302

do not yield any indication for such modifications. If complex303

changes of the overall spin structure of the sample were to im-304

pact the results, we would also expect a fluence dependence of305

the data, which is not observed here. Secondly, as recently put306

forward, electron occupancy changes close to the Fermi level307

can have a major impact on the observed time traces when us-308

ing probe beams with small bandwidth22,23. Similar effects309

could play a role in the present experiments and therefore de-310

serve further investigation.311

Thus, to conclude, the present work provides evidence312

for a similar femtosecond response of the ferromagnetic and313

induced moments in Co/Pt multilayer thin films exhibiting314

strong PMA, when these are excited by IR pulses on ultra-315

short timescales. This suggests that the discrepancy between316

the Co and Pt magnetization dynamics discussed at the be-317

ginning of this letter might be attributed to the edges that are318

put under scrutiny, which raises fundamental questions with319

regard to data interpretation in femtomagnetism experiments320

and requires further systematic studies. The delayed response321

∆t0, observed in our work, also needs additional efforts to be322

correctly interpreted. HHG sources with even higher temporal323

resolution could be useful tools to provide a more quantitative324

view on this phenomenon. Coupling such experiments with325

theoretical considerations might bring additional insight into326

the mechanisms underlying ultrafast magnetization quenching327

on timescales ∆t � 100 fs, ultimately paving the way for the328

design of novel, technologically promising multicomponent329

nanostructures.330

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL331

Static MOKE measurements, details concerning the back-332

ground subtraction routine, a comparison between HHG in Ne333

and Ar, as well as time traces obtained using the two different334

gases for HHG are provided in the supplementary material.335
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